
Change 

Request 

Number PASS  Vote

Change Request Topic (Full CR, TRC review, member comment, and voting results at 

https://cmahc.org/2015_change_requests.php)

1 N Define "raceway"

2 Y adds missing word to increased risk facility definition

3 Y edits pH definition

4 N deletes definition for substantial alteration

5 Y deletes section on variances

6 N

raising concern about lack of language on storing chlorine but no suggestion of what 

to add

7 Y

requires technical specs verify consultation with owner operator on air handling 

system

8 Y plan should include zones of patron surveillance

9 Y adds surf pool to occupancy listing

10 Y clarification of wording on density factors

11 Y swaps two sections on equipment replacement to make sequence clear

12 N Removed wording to allow emergency replacement of equipment

13 N deletes entire plan submittal section

14 N question, no suggested language

15 Y

clarifies time for plumbed sink to be in existing facility diaper changing area

16 Y

clarifies time for plumbed sink to be in existing facility diaper changing area

17 Y adds new section on installation of new features

18 N requires a scale on multi-rider waterslides

19 Y removes requirement for handholds if people required to be in tubes

20 Y clarifies wording in section title

21 Y

adds new wording in multiple locations on slip resistance due to release of new 

standard

22 N will require improvements in sound design

23 Y clarifies language on design consultation with owner/operator

24 N eliminates underwater benches in water over 3 feet deep 

25 N

seeks to correct apparent discrepancy with spa seat and underwater bench depths

26 N hydrotherapy jets not allowed at underwater benches

27 N prohibits underwater shelves

28 N sets maximum pool stair width to 5 feet

29 Y Increases handrail heights

30 N new section on float lines and warning stripes in zero depth entry pools

31 Y

wording clarifies electrical requirements apply to both indoor and outdoor facilities

32 Y clarifies electrical language

33 Y adds requirement for CO detectors

34 Y surf pools added to turnover table

35 N.A. N.A.

36 Y clarifies when feeders required in existing facilities

37 Y clarifies what type of chemicals can be used in flow-through feeders



38 Y clarifies when electrical interlocks are required for existing facilities

39 N sets performance standard for chlorine feeders

40 N removes wording about "unstabilized" from feeder requirement

41 Y requires labeling of halogen generators

42 Y clarifies when controllers required

43 Y requires secondary disinfection systems to be EPA labeled

44 N adds annex language on use of secondary disinfection best practices

45 Y adds wording on preventing mercury exposure

46 Y corrects section title misspelling

47 Y

changes wording on ozone systems and where 3-log inactivation is measured

48 N deletes water replenishment section

49 Y

deletes reference to a system to remove salts and leaves with organic material only

50 N adds section on vacuum cleaners

51 N sets limits on the use of wing walls

52 N requires stairs for diving boards over 1 meter 

53 Y moves height of self closing latches to 4.5 ft.

54 Y clarifies where eye wash station can be located

55 Y clarifies about opening between chemical storage and rest of facility

56 N deletes section on operating permits

57 Y correct subsetting error on suits/towels

58 N deletes section on inspections

59 N allows shutoff of recirculation during certain times of facility closure

60 Y clarifies when cracks are to be inspected or repaired

61 Y clarifies wording on crack repair

62 Y

changes faculty to venue to clarify facility can stay open even if venue closed

63 Y adds GFCI to underwater lighting operating with higher voltage

64 Y consolidates lifeguarding language

65 Y substitutes reduce likelihood vs. prevent slips/falls

66 Y replaces waterslides with aquatic features since section generic

67 N electrical issues discussed but no language submitted

68 Y clarifies GFCI timing for testing

69 N Increases time in between bonding inspections

70 N adds wording about local plumbing code and potable water source

71 Y consolidates wording on solid waste management

72 Y consolidates wording on food preparation

73 Y clarifying deck repair timing and reasons

74 N Deletes wording about not having standing water on deck

75 N Deletes requirement for 24 hour recirculation

76 Y clarifies intent of backwash section

77 N sets high water quality standards that if met allow chlorine level reduction 

78 N modifies upper chlorine level limit

79 Y sets maximum bromine level

80 Y

adds annex language on why stabilizer should not be used in indoor settings



81 Y Drops allowable cyanurate levels to 20 ppm

82 Y Drops allowable CYA levels to 90 ppm so no dilutions are required to read

83 Y Clarification: EPA registration required only if considered a pesticide

84 Y Adds wording on feeder tubing protection for staff safety

85 Y Clarifies supplemental treatment system language

86 Y Language consolidation of sections

87 Y Clarifies secondary disinfection language

88 N

Removes requirement that water samples are collected from different spots around 

pool

89 N Raises combined chlorine action level to 1ppm

90 N.A. N.A.

91 N

Alters wording from tripping hazards should be avoided to they should be inspected 

for

92 N

adds wording about "if intended for patrons" to perimeter deck obstruction wording 

93 Y changes wording from starting blocks to starting platforms

94 N

Altering wording to allow alternate communication systems other than hardwired 

phone

95 N

Posting of sign in facilities with emergency personnel about communication devices

96 N

Posting of sign in facilities with emergency personnel about communication devices

97 Y clarifies heading on imminent health hazards

98 N

adds wording storing chemicals in accordance with manufacturer recommendations

99 N administrative guidance deleted

100 N repeat guidance on chemical storage

101 N delete section 6 items on chemical use training

102 N discusses respirator use but no suggested wording

103 Y clarification on SDS vs. MSDS

104 Y clarification on training and understanding health department roles

105 Y

adds new items to inspection list--emergency instructions and soap dispensers being 

fully stocked

106 N Removes word "issues" for consistency

107 N Makes course provider submit course information even if not required

108 Y sentence shortening

109 Y language consolidation

110 N CMAHC to create list of lifeguard courses that meet MAHC qualifications

111 Y lifeguard instructor courses should be taught by instructor trainers

112 Y adds wording to lifeguard training to cover BVM use

113 Y clarification about instructor actively administering lifeguard training

114 Y

clarification on when after lapse of lifeguard certificate requires a retake of course

115 Y Requires certified instructor be present during lifeguard challenges

116 Y clarification about instructor actively administering lifeguard training

117 N Adding wording on revocation of lifeguard's certificate

118 N Requires current lifeguard certification vs. past for lifeguard supervisors



119 N

removes requirement for lifeguard supervisors to have had experience as a lifeguard 

(just the course)

120 N Changes sentence on scanning and vigilance requirements

121 Y Addresses e-learning courses for lifeguards

122 Y

Clarifies that some lifeguard supervisor instructor pre-requisites are a subset of 

another

123 Y Clarifies certification vs. certificate of completion

124 N Requires lifeguard if alcohol served in facility

125 Y

clarifies requirements for facilities with lifeguards and number of guards on deck

126 N clarifies lifeguard language in safety plan

127 N In-Service training must be conducted by a qualified Lifeguard Instructor

128 N Removes lifeguard proficiency requirements from in-service training

129 Y adds wording to specify supervisor is a lifeguard supervisor

130 N.A. N.A.

131 Y clarifies language around guards wearing glasses and polarized glasses

132 Y clarifies training on AED so equipment must be available

133 Y adds reading materials to guard distractions not allowed

134 N

adds wording to clarify that remote safety monitoring systems may aid but not 

replace a qualified lifeguard

135 N

adds wording to clarify that remote safety monitoring systems may aid but not 

replace a qualified lifeguard

136 N removes listing of daily inspection items

137 N deletes 6 month bonding inspection

138 N removes 24 hour time to inform AHJ about illness or injury

139 Y clarifies illness and injury reports at "aquatic facility"

140 Y

Clarify the record keeping requirements for lifeguards. Rescues only vs. assists

141 Y clarifies records for rescues

142 Y clarifies bather count can be an estimate

143 Y clarifies wording on bather use maximum and a plan for operation

144 N deletes maximum capacity from bather load planning

145 Y adds "rough play" to signage and prohibited activities

146 N Removes theoretical peak occupancy from signage

147 Y requires signs to add adult supervision for children

148 Y reduces the items required on signs at multiple venue facilities

149 N deletes signage language pertaining to facilities with multiple venues

150 N Removes temperature variable from fecal incident response

151 N no language change submitted

152 Y Updates fecal incident response with new data from Murphy et al.

153 Y alters wording about liability of operators

154 N alters wording on operator liability

155 N Removes wording about civil penalties

156 N deletes entire inspection section

157 Y edits acknowledgements section

158 Y adds superscript to code sections having an annex explanation



159 Y

specifies which c codes are referenced within the code section vs mixing code and 

annex references

160 Y corrects section numbering error

161 Y corrects section numbering error

162 Y clarifies wording in service animals on pool decks




